Stole
Approx 150 x 80 cm/59 x 31 ½"
Materials – Varieté from Schoeller + Stahl
100 % Polyamide,
each ball = approx. 150 m/ 50 g
200 g in color #104 lagune
Crochet hook, size 4,5 mm, Hairpin Lace Loom from Schoeller + Stahl
Hairpin Lace Border:
Set the loom to 5 cm/2".
With 4,5 mm crochet hook secure the yarn with a slip knot. Wrap from front
to back over the opposite prong and bring yarn to back of loom. The slip knot lies in the center of the loom
and the working yarn lays behind the left prong (Photo 1).
The hook goes between the prongs. The loom is twisted from right to left, the right prong comes after the
left prong. Flip the loom, allowing the yarn to wrap around the loom as you turn. Hold the working yarn with
the left index finger. Insert the hook from bottom to top through the front thread of the loop of the left prong
(Photo 2), yo and pull loop through (Photo 3), turn the yarn once again and pull through both loops.
The hook goes between the prongs from the back, so that you can twist around the prong from the right to
left (as described above).
Insert the hook on the left-laying front loop (Photo 4), yo hook and pull though (Photo 5), turn the yarn once
again and pull through both loops (one sc) (Photo 6).
When the loom is filled with loops, slip them off the loom, Ieaving 3 or 4 loops on the loom, and continue
working (Photo 6).
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Basic Instructions for Hair Pin Lace Rosette:
Work Hairpin Lace Border with 32 loops (per side), leaving approx 25 cm/10" strand hanging. Pull through
the last loop (working strand) and put the loop in front of the loom. Draw the beginning strand through the
32 inner loops and form the Rosette. Secure with a knot. Sew the center of the Rosette together. Pick up
the working yarn again, and crochet every 2 loops together with 1 single crochet work ch 10 in between (=
16 clusters).
Basic Instructions for crocheted Rosette:
Rnd 1: Around a doubled yarn ring work 16 sc, join with sl st.
Rnd 2: 1 sc, * ch 16, skip 1 sc, sc in next sc *, rep from * to * = 16 loops.
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Instructions:
Make one hairpin lace rosette following the basic instructions. Make a 2nd hairpin lace rosette, and on the
last row crochet together at the 2 crochet loops with a single crochet, ch 5, on the 1st Rosette insert hook
through the chain loop and ch 5 again, join 2 loops with 1 single crochet, ch 5, on the 1st Rosette insert
hook in the next chain loop and ch 5 again, crochet the remaining 14 clusters without working through the
1st Rosette.
Finish the 3rd Rosette, skip the ch 2 of the 1st Rosette and join the 3rd Rosette to the next ch 2 of the 1st
Rosette and cont to join it as described.
Finish the 4th Rosette and join to the 3rd Rosette as described.
Follow the diagram for the placement.
You have a base of 4 Hairpin Lace Rosettes, that is filled with crocheted rosettes.
Therefore, work the 1st rnd following the basic instructions of the crocheted rosettes and on the 2nd rnd
join with 1 sc, ch 8, working into the outer edge of the hairpin lace rosette and work ch 8 again, 1 sc in the
3rd sc of previous row, ch 8 and join to the next hairpin lace rossette, etc. (16 times)
Along the outer edge (short side) 10 more hairpin lace rosettes can be joined.
Cont to work the hairpin lace and crocheted rosettes following the diagram.
Complete as follows:
Edging on the long side:
Over the center of the ch 4 space work 7 sc. In the last large space work a spike as follows: ch 12, insert
hook in last loop, work 6 sl sts, ch 6 and insert hook in the first large ch space of the next rosette. Work 6 sl
sts on the center of the spike, ch 6, insert hook in the next ch 2 of the 2nd rosette. Ch 7, go back to the 1st
Rosette, insert hook in the last sc of the 7 sc group. In the next to last ch 7 space work 7 sc. Cont with 7 sc
in the center space of the 2nd Rosette, etc.
Edging on the side edge:
In the 6 free loops of the hairpin lace rosette work 7 sc over the center 4 loops. On the 5th loop, work 1 sc,
then work 5-dc cluster in the first free loop of the following crocheted rosette, ch 2, work 4-dc cluster in next
loop of the crocheted rosette, ch 2, work 3-dc cluster in the crochet loop, then another 3-dc cluster. Then
work another 4-dc cluster, then 5-dc cluster in the last free crochet loop. With 1 sc join to 1st free loop of
the next hairpin lace rosette, then work 7 sc 4 times, etc.
Work 7 sc in the corners of the stole (hairpin place rosette).
In the side Stole edge attach approx 20 cm/8" (finished length) fringe using 2 strands.
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